
PURPOSE
Created to explain how the cleaning, sanitizing, 
deodorizing and disinfecting carpet 
cleaning process works. No. 772C

Cleaning, Disinfecting and Odor Controlling
Directions

Step 1: Place wet floor signs.

Step 2: Vacuum carpet. Pre-spray all spots and   
               stains with Airx 80 diluted at 4 oz. per 
               labeled quart.

Step 3: Mix Airx 80 2 oz. per gallon with
               water. Clean, sanitize and disinfect 
               carpets using the extraction method*.

Step 4: Brush carpet fibers in one direction to 
              increase drying time using Jet Clean
              Brush.

Step 5: When carpet has dried completely, 
               spray carpet with Airx Spray & Go 
               un-diluted using an Airx Spray N Go 
               pump hand sprayer or Sprayer On 
               Wheels. (Stay 6-8 inches away from       
                surface when spraying).

NOTE: Be sure and spray all carpet areas and 
             carpet remains wet for a minimum of 
            5 minutes. Do Not Over Wet.

Step 6: Remove wet floor signs.

* Extraction cleaning is usually performed annually to deep 
clean the carpet. Machines are rented at the supermarket or 
hardware store or you can hire a professional carpet cleaning 
company.

          Complete 
Cleaning, Sanitizing, 

Deodorizing and 
Disinfectant 

Carpet Cleaning
against the Covid-19 Virus 



An effective complete carpet defense 
against the Covid-19 Virus 

Over a period of time carpets will build-up 
dirt, bacteria, odors and now the Covid-19 
virus. 

To protect against spreading germs from 
one place to another and effecting IAQ 
(Indoor Air Quality). Properly cleaning 
carpets has become more important. 

                        Six Step Process 
                    See Six Steps on Back

AIrx 80 Sanitizing/ 
     Deodorizing
   Carpet Cleaner

AIrx Spray N Go
    Disinfectant
 Cleaner & Odor 
 Counteractant

Carpet is the number one breeding ground 
for pro-long development of bacteria. 

Today maintaining clean, sanitized, 
degreased and disinfected carpets are more 
important than ever. 

Two Defenders 

Dirt builds up in 
carpet from the 
top down.

A clean, sanitized,    
      deodorized, 
disinfected carpet
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